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Poem 1

When I was about 9 years old a story on the news went viral
About a disabled Black man who was murdered after the cops were called
We watched on the news as his blood filled the cracks in between the sidewalk
As it soaked within the soil of the ground and connected with this country’s origin

A few years later, a woman by the name of Rekia Boyd was also unjustifiably killed
The only crime they shared was Blackness
Well, let me be the first to welcome you to America
Where freedom is a metaphor for whites only
Where the pursuit of happiness is an oxymoron for capitalism
And being Black is a death sentence.
But what did you expect from a country whose three main colors are officer blue,
Stained in red, and plastered in white supremacy.
Police officers in America would plate black bodies like they did cotton

Did you know that in Black neighborhoods tombstones grow like wild dandelions
They created hashtags and scholarships and GoFundMe pages out of our dead names
I sometimes wonder if this is what they meant by generational wealth
Being black is understanding what it means to evaporate
To make yourself small all in the name of white comfortability
It’s understanding that your mouth has to be sewn shut
While the beast inside of you lays open, ready to defend and attack

I once asked America to show me how Black I really was
And it showed me a lifeless Black body
It called me the hard N-word and had me wheezing for air
It racially profiled me
Spit in my face
Called my hair nappy
And classified my brother as a criminal
It showed me
What is truly meant to be a foreigner from the continent like thrones before me
It’s understanding that sometimes a bullet truly will set you free
Death is ultimate liberation
It’s understanding that our tragedies really were written in the stars
But please understand that there is no cure for this
No amount of bleach or cream can get rid of this darkness
Trust me I’ve tried, so to this land
To the land of the stolen, land of the imprisoned, land of the slaves,
To the ones who were burned alive



Who? Who said your neck was a restin’ stool
Who told them that your lifeless body didn't have any worth
We watched as they pinned you to the ground
We heard as your head shattered on the concrete floor
Yet they still raise their voice in anger
So to America, land of my deaths
Oh say can you see, how high the negro swings

Poem 2

We pledge our allegiance
To a country that would rather let a cold hearted killer run free
All because a blue badge in this land
Means that my life is worth killing
I sometimes wonder if this skin is bullet proof
Was I supposed to be made out of titanium?
There had to be a malfunction, because this skin -
This skin bleeds so United States of America
We ask if our lives have been constitutionally worthy
Or does this property still not have rights?

Do we not breed well enough for you?
Were our cattle-like bodies not human enough
For your republic, which we stand hunted
One divided nation
Were our slaughters not enough?
Do you not smell the rotting bodies?
That your friends are oozing for justice
I sometimes wonder if you’ll ever understand
The pain that you’ve put this skin through
Was I wrong for being born me?
Did your manslaught(Hers) existence please you?
So I pledge my allegiance to a land not free
And to the home of the slaves

Poem 3

I stand before you as a woman
An unapologetically, unfiltered,
But most importantly, Black
My Blackness knows pain
My body knows chains
My voice is seen as a holler
My frustration is perceived as anger



I am angry

To the world, I’m either seen a woman or Black
I can never be both when I am
To be a Black woman is to follow the pattern that has never been created
My pain is not just a scratch on the surface of my humanity
This pain runs deep
These feminist philosophies failed to acknowledge my pain as a Black woman
Failed to acknowledge this sexism, or racism, or my slave master, the barriers, or my shackle
Failed to acknowledge that my body is still property
Failed to acknowledge that my back breaks, day in
Grinding this black magic that sits on the tip of my fingers ready to explode
Everytime I hear ignorance
But instead we’re told to bend down and ask for forgiveness
Have you tried bathing in bleach?
They’ll love you if you’re a little bit lighter you know?
Because maybe then, you’ll actually be seen.

Poem 4

My mother told me that being African
Meant that my roots were connected
That it didn’t matter if I was stranded in Botswana,
Or Simiolongsa, or Lake Tanganyika
That as long as I was in Africa, I was home.
Because you see, being African meant that the heart of my land was my heart
So when it beats, all of our heartbeats were connected you see
So I wonder if that’s why my heart starts beating
Everytime I watch another video of a Black boy being beaten
I wonder if that’s why my heart starts compressing into my chest
Why I experience a shortness of breath
Why I can feel every bullet wound
Wonder if the ship just left me too early
Or why my hands start shaking the moment I’m near a police officer
You don’t know shit about drowning until you step into my shoes
Until you know what it’s like to be more Black than magic
More angry than passionate
More wounds, more body than soul
So go ahead, I dare you
Call me by my name, identify my grave
Go ahead, bury me like you did the ones unknown
Chain my body, slit our tongues, dip your fingers into our blood
And call out to the slave masters once before you
They’ll sing you our blues



Ain't it funny how repetitive this stuff is?
The poets say the same things
The singers sing the same songs
The writers write the same Goddang story
Ain’t it funny how my mass holocaust is still simply called slavery and not a mass extinction
They expect me to answer their questions with their answer so I'll ask you again
Aren’t you tired?
Tired of this never-ending conversation because I’m so exhausted


